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Q1) Read the given passage and answer the following questions:-                                                                                                                           

Bears are found in Asia, Europe, Africa and America, they are massively built, with short tails 

and thick legs. Bears are not really carnivore. They eat almost anything but their main diet is 

fish and seals. However in captivity they seem to enjoy meat, vegetables, fruits, milk, rice and 

porridge. Bears are not quite as dangerous as people imagine them. It is like most animals, they 

will do their best to avoid human beings. However bears are by no means cowardly animals. 

Many hunters have been killed by bears for they can be extremely dangerous and cunning. 

 Bears have a strong sense of smell but they have very poor eye-sight. They are also dull of 

hearing but they are very intelligent.  

a) Where are bears found? 

b) What does a bear eat in captivity? 

c) What does bear avoid like most animals? 

       i) Human beings ii) Animals iii) Hunters 

d) The bears are massively built with short tail and thin legs.(True/False) 

e) Find and write the opposite of the words given from the passage:  (i) short    (ii) bright 

 

Q2) Name the opposite gender of the given words:- 

  

a) prince    b) milk-maid    c) horse    d) goddess 

 

Q3) Fill in the blanks using correct collective noun from the box:- 

 

 

                                                                      

a) a ______ of pearls     b) a ______ of elephants  

c) a ______ of players     d) a _______ of flowers 

Q4) Fill in the blanks using correct pronouns from the bracket:- 

a) Shivam and Surya are best friends. _____ study in the same class. (They/We) 

b) ____ am playing with my dog. (He/I) 
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Q5) Fill in the blank with the correct degree of the given adjectives:-  

a) Mangoes are ____ than grapes. (sweet) 

b) Anu is the _____ girl in the class. (tall) 

c) Ravi is a ____ boy. (smart) 

d) She is the _________ girl in our class. (intelligent) 

Q6) Fill in the blanks using a/an/the:-  

a) I bought ___ new dress for my birthday. 

b) ____ Ganga is a holy river. 

c) I had ___ apple and ___ banana. 

d) Look at ____ rainbow. 

Q7) Form short forms of the given words:- 

a) do not    b) she will    c) will not    d) you are 

Q8) Rewrite these sentences using the given conjunctions:- 

a) Do you want pizza? Do you want pasta? (or) 

b) Seema is intelligent. Seema is hardworking. (and) 

c) I ran fast. I missed the bus. (but) 

d) I cannot go outside to play. I hurt my ankle. (because) 

Q9) Form adverbs by adding –ly:-  

a) brave    b) easy    c) quiet    d) smooth 

Q10) Fill in the blanks using correct interjections:-  

a) ____! I sat on a nail. (ouch/yahoo) 

b) _____! We won the match. (oh no/hurray) 

c) ____! What a catch. (yuck/wow) 

d) _____! I missed the train. (oh no/yippee) 

Q11) Give antonyms of the following words:- 

a) bitter    b) expensive    c) easy    d) heavy 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Q1) Read the given passage and answer the following questions:-                                                                

a) Bears are found in Asia, Europe, Africa and America. 
b) Bears enjoy meat, vegetables, fruits, milk, rice and porridge in captivity. 
c) i) Human beings  
d) The bears are massively built with short tail and thin legs. False 
e) (i) short- tall (ii) bright- dull 
 
Q2) Name the opposite gender of the given words:- 
  
a) prince- princess  b) milk-maid- milk-man  c) horse- mare       d) goddess-god 
 
Q3) Fill in the blanks using correct collective noun from the box:- 
 

 
                                                                      

a) a string of pearls     b) a herd of elephants  

c) a team of players     d) a bouquet of flowers 

Q4) Fill in the blanks using correct pronouns from the bracket:- 

a) Shivam and Surya are best friends. They study in the same class. (They/We) 

b) I am playing with my dog. (He/I) 

Q5) Fill in the blank with the correct degree of the given adjectives:-  

a) Mangoes are sweeter than grapes. (sweet) 

b) Anu is the tallest girl in the class. (tall) 

c) Ravi is a smart boy. (smart) 

d) She is the most intelligent girl in our class. (intelligent) 
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Q6) Fill in the blanks using a/an/the:-  

a) I bought a new dress for my birthday. 

b) The Ganga is a holy river. 

c) I had an apple and a banana. 

d) Look at the rainbow. 

Q7) Form short forms of the given words:- 

a) do not- don’t b) she will- she’ll   c) will not-won’t   d) you are- you’re 

Q8) Rewrite these sentences using the given conjunctions:- 

a) Do you want pizza or pasta? 

b) Seema is intelligent and hardworking.  

c) I ran fast but missed the bus.  

d) I cannot go outside to play because I hurt my ankle.  

Q9) Form adverbs by adding –ly:-  

a) bravely    b) easily    c) quietly    d) smoothly 

Q10) Fill in the blanks using correct interjections:-  

a) Ouch! I sat on a nail. (ouch/yahoo) 

b) Hurray! We won the match. (oh no/hurray) 

c) Wow! What a catch. (yuck/wow) 

d) Oh no! I missed the train. (oh no/yippee) 

Q11) Give antonyms of the following words:- 

a) bitter- sweet   b) expensive-cheap  c) easy- difficult   d) heavy- light 
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Q1. Write the given paragraph ‘How Good is Fast Food?’ in your notebooks and learn it: -

 

Fast food is tasty, but is it really good for us? Fast food means foods which are not good for health as well as 

body.  People must avoid eating fast food as it provides very little nutrition, slowly makes one fat and causes 

many health problems. It attracts to all age of people as it is hassle free and often ready to grab and eat. 

Snacks, pizza, burger, noodles etc. are some examples of it.  

   Firstly, fast food may taste great but it does not provide enough nutrition to our bodies. It has too much fat, 

sugar and carbohydrates that do not give us energy we need throughout the day. Often after eating fast food, 

people may feel dull and inactive.  

Also, eating fast food can make a person become fat. It causes many chronic diseases like obesity, heart 

problems etc. Most fast food is deep fried and has many calories. Being on a fast food can lead to poor 

health. Having poor health leads to sadness. We can avoid fast food by choosing to eat green vegetables and 

fruits 

Fast food is not worth risking one’s health. So we must save ourselves from such food items to keep us 

healthy. We all must make a wise choice to eat healthy in order to lead happy and productive lives. 

Q2 Read the given poem and answer the following questions:-(unseen Poem) 
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i) What does the poem tell us to do? 

ii) Write about the places where the poet wants us to run. 

iii) Running is a very good exercise. Name any three games that you play in which you have to run. 

iv) When you run fast, what do feel is happening in your body? 

v) Write antonyms of the given words from the poem- 

vi)Write some rhyming words from the given poem. (one example is done for you) 

  a) sun-run 

Q3 Read the given sentences and underline the subject and circle the predicate. 

a) The green grapes grew on the vine. 

b) The teacher gave her students homework. 

c) Rahul and Nikhil played football at recess. 

d) She painted her bedroom pink. 

e) We won the cricket match. 

Q4. Complete the sentences with suitable subjects and predicates: -  

a) --------------------- looked for nectar in the flower. 

b) The eye doctor ----------------------------------------. 

c) The space alien -----------------------------------------------. 

d) ---------------------- spun a web in the doorway. 

e) ------------------------ jumped in the sea.  

Q5. Do question no I and II from grammar book page no-12 and question no-II from page no-15. 
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QIII Use these groups of words and make sentences: (Page No.12) 

1.  a good friend- Anuj is a good friend of mine. 

2. in the mall- I saw my friends wandering around in the mall. 

3. from my school-That girl is from my school. 

4.  some food- There is some food left in the plate. 

5. all my books-All my books are covered.  

6. India is- India is a big country. 

7. is good for health- Fruits and vegetables are good for health. 

8. that balloon- I bought that balloon. 

QIV. Rearrange these groups of words to make sentences (start with the underlined words) (Page no.13) 

1.like ice I butterscotch cream 

Ans- I like butterscotch ice-cream. 

2. is expensive Gold an metal 

Ans- Gold is an expensive metal. 

3. famous for is natural beauty its Kashmir 

Ans- Kashmir is famous for its beauty. 

4. for guests cooked the Mother dinner 

Ans- Mother cooked dinner for the guests. 

5. India Which national of is flower the 

Ans- Which is the national flower of India ? 

6. is long The river a Amazon 

Ans- The Amazon is a long river. 

7. dictionary is not It my 

Ans- It is not my dictionary. 

8. speaks fluently Sumit English 

Ans- Sumit speaks English fluently. 

9. first IPS was woman the Kiran Bedi officer 

Ans- Kiran  Bedi was the first woman IPS officer. 
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10. promise his keeps always He 

Ans- He always keeps his promise. 

                                                     UNIT-4 

QI. Circle the subject and underline the predicate in the following sentences:  (Pg no.15) 

1. I       am grateful to you. 

 

2. A lot of people     have their own vehicles. 

 

3. Pink and blue      are my favourite colours. 

 

4. The water in this river is polluted. 

 

5. We    get wool from sheep. 

 

6. Janvi, Yagya and Akshaj        came to meet us yesterday. 

 

7. The spider   spun the web. 

  

8. The acrobat     did amazing rope tricks. 

 

9. Snow   will fall here. 

 

10. A careless mistake led to the fire in the factory. 

 

11. Albert Einstein   was a famous scientist. 

 

12. Shweta and I    are planning to watch a movie. 

 

QIII. Supply suitable subjects to complete the sentences: (Pg no. 16) 

1. I will help the poor. 

2. Green grocers are selling vegetables. 

3.January is the first month of the year. 

4. A barber cuts and styles our hair. 
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5. Independence Day is celebrated on 15th August. 

6. Chocolate is my favourite sweet. 

7. Ms. Anjali taught us English last year. 

8.Aeroplane flew high in the sky. 

9. Salman Khan is a famous actor. 

10. Thursday is the day after Wednesday. 

11. Snakes are reptiles. 

12. Triangle has three sides. 

Q IV.Supply suitable predicates to complete the sentences: ( Pg no . 16) 

1. My grandmother’s name is -------------------------   ( write yourself ) 

2. The Earth is round. 

3. All the apples on the tree are sweet and juicy. 

4. We lost the game. 

5. Most of the rooms in my home are big. 

6. The soldiers are brave.  

7. Virat Kohli is a good cricketer.  

8.Teacher’s Day is on 5th September.  

9. My friends and I went to a party last night. 

10. A lot of people went to the game. 

11. The Taj Mahal is in Agra. 

12. A square has four sides. 
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Q2 Read the given poem and answer the following questions:-(unseen Poem) 

 

i) What does the poem tell us to do?  

Ans- The poem tells us to run and remain happy throughout the day. 

ii) Write about the places where the poet wants us to run.  

Ans-The poet wants us to run -away from the city, onto the sun, in the raindrops, underneath the trees, down 

the hillside and through the meadow. 

iii) Running is a very good exercise. Name any three games that you play in which you have to run.  

Ans- Cricket, football, relay race etc. (answers may vary) 

iv) When you run fast, what do feel is happening in your body? 

 Ans-When we run fast, we start to breathe heavier and faster and our heart  rate also increases 

v) Write antonyms of the given words from the poem-  

  a) up - down  b) front – back  c) sad - merry  d) close - away 

vi)Write some rhyming words from the given poem. (one example is done for you) 

  a) sun-run   ii) trees – breeze   iii) lane – again   iv) day - away 

Q3 Read the given sentences and underline the subject and circle the predicate. 

a) The green grapes    grew on the vine. 
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b) The teacher    gave her students homework. 

 

c) Rahul and Nikhil      played football at recess. 

 

d) She    painted her bedroom pink.     

 

e) We    won the cricket match. 

Q4. Complete the sentences with suitable subjects and predicates: -  ( Answers may vary according to 

students choice 

a) A buzzing bees looked for nectar in the flower. 

b) The eye doctor checked my vision. 

c) The space alien landed the UFO. 

d) A big spider spun a web in the doorway. 

e) A dolphin jumped in the sea.  

Q5. Do question no I and II from grammar book page no-12 and question no-II from page no-15. 
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Q1.Read the given paragraph and answer the following questions:-   ( Seen Passage) 

  

 

i) Who had come to say good – bye to the jackal? 

ii) What had made the lion angrier than usual? 

iii) True and False: 

a) The jackal reached in time. 

b) The lion was angry 

c) Jackal’s mother came to say good-bye to her. 

iv)Find antonyms from the passage: 

a) early                 b) unusual  c) accidently  

Q2. Draw a jungle scene and write a slogan on protecting animals? 

Q3. Find out the synonyms for the given words from the help box: 

 beautiful quiet  rest  sad  ask  wonderful 

 

a) amazing    b) silent  c) enquire   

d) pretty             e) unhappy  f) relax 
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Q1.Read the given paragraph and answer the following questions:-   ( Seen Passage) 

  

 

i) Who had come to say good – bye to the jackal? 

Ans-The jackal’s entire family had come to say good-bye to him. 

 

ii) What had made the lion angrier than usual? 

Ans- Hunger had made the lion angrier than usual. 

 

iii) True and False: 

a) The jackal reached in time. ( false ) 

b) The lion was angry. ( true) 

c) Jackal’s mother came to say good-bye to her. ( false ) 

 

iv)Find antonyms from the passage: 

a) early-late                 b) unusual-usual  c) accidently-deliberately  
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Q2. Draw a jungle scene and write a slogan on protecting animals? ( The given answer is just an example for 

you. Students can draw pictures and write slogans of their own choice.) Explore your creativity, 

 

 

 

Slogans- 1) Save animals, save nature 

               2) Animals ae not option, they are necessary 

               3) Live and let live  etc … 

Q3. Find out the synonyms for the given words from the help box: 

 beautiful quiet  rest  sad  ask  wonderful 

 

 

a) amazing - wonderful   b) silent- quiet   c) enquire- ask   

d) pretty - beautiful                         e) unhappy- sad  f) relax- rest 
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Q1.Write wow words: 

i) faithful  ii) ferocious  iii) solve iv) proposed v) solutions vi) sight vii) angrier 

viii) reflection  ix) pounced  x) struggled xi) drowned     xii) respectfully xiii) apologized  

xiv) deliberately   xv) furious 

Q2 Write word meanings: 

i) ferocious- cruel, violent ii) reluctantly- unwillingly iii) deliberately – intentionally, on purpose 

iv) apologize – say sorry for a wrong doing v) furious - extremely angry  

Q3.Question and Answer: 

i) What kind of a king was the lion? 

Ans-The lion was a cruel and ferocious king. 

ii) What did the animals of the forest decide to do? 

Ans-The animals of the forest decided to hold a meeting to solve the problem and they all agreed to send one 

animal to the lion as his meal. 

iii) What did the jackal do when it was his turn? 

Ans-The jackal deliberately walked slowly and reached late, when it was his turn. 

iv) What excuse did the jackal give for being late? 

Ans-The jackal told the lion that he was attacked by another lion who wanted to eat him.  

v) What was the lion’s reaction to the jackal’s story? 

Ans- The lion was furious on hearing the jackal’s story. 

vi) What saved the lives of the animals of the forest? 

Ans-Jackal’s intelligence saved the lives of the animals of the jungle. 

Q4.Make Sentences  ( students can make their choice of sentences also with the given words) 

i) ferocious- Hitler was famous for his ferocious temper. 

ii) reflection- She was looking at her reflection in the mirror. 

iii) pounced- My cat pounced on me, without any warning. 

iv) furious- My father was furious when he saw my marks. 

v) solve- He couldn’t solve the math problem. 
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EX-A) Page03 

Fill in the blanks using the words from the story. 

i) The animals of the forest reluctantly agreed to send one animal everyday to the lion’s den. 

ii) The jackal deliberately walked slowly to the lion’s den. 

iii) The jackal very respectfully apologized for being late. 

iv) The lion was very angry. In his anger he pounced into the well to kill the other lion. 

v) The jackal’s intelligence saved the other animals of the forest. 

VOCABULARY (page no.4) 

Synonyms ( refer sent video on similar topic) 

Write a word almost similar in meaning to the underlined word.Use words from the help box if you can’t 

think one.  

    deprived  sufficient student delivered silently 

1.I am a sincere pupil at school. student 

2. The postman gave the letter at my father’s office. delivered 

3. We did not carry enough water with us for the picnic. sufficient 

4. From the train one can see plenty of poor children. deprivedn 

5. The cat quietly pounced on the rat.   Silently 

PUNCTUATION ( Pg no.7)    (refer video sent on similar topic) 

Punctuate the following: 

1. is there a bank nearby-  Is there a bank nearby?  

2.what a wonderful song it is- What a wonderful song it is! 

3. do not pluck the flowers-  Do not pluck the flowers. 

4. hello how are you-   Hello, How are you? 

5. hari said i am not well today Hari said, I am not well today? 
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Q1.Write wow words: 

i) admiring  ii) plumage         iii) maintaining       iv) reasoned v) strutted vi) gazed  

vii) exclaim viii) preening         ix) handsome        x) water polo xi) flattened     xii) accidently  

xiii) slid  xiv) astonishment   xv) whiz 

Q2 Write word meanings: 

i) admiring- appreciating  xi) flattened- became flat 

ii) plumage- feathers of a bird xii) accidently- by chance 

iii) maintaining- continuing to look after 

something  

xiii) astonishment- surprise 

iv) reasoned- gave suitable reasons xiv) whiz- to move quickly through the 

air with a whistling or buzzing sound 

v) strutted- to walk in a proud way with 

one’s back straight and head up 

xv) slid- slipped 

vi) gazed- stared, looked fixedly  

vii) exclaim- to shout in excitement or 

happiness  

 

viii) preening- cleaning of feathers with 

the beak 

 

ix) handsome- good-looking  

x) water polo- a game played in water 

with a ball 

 

  

Q3Question / Answers: 

i) How did Mayur spend all his time? 

Ans-Mayur spent all his time alone, without talking to other animals. 

ii) What had Mayur made? What did he use it for? 

Ans- Mayur had made a comb with a few sticks. He used it for maintaining his plumage. 

iii) How did the other birds feel about Mayur? 

Ans-The other birds felt that Mayur was very self -obsessed and proud. 

iv) What did Hansa ask Mayur to do? 

Ans- Hansa asked Mayur to close its feather and play water polo with them.   

v) Was Mayur a good goalkeeper? Why? 

Ans- No, Mayur was not a good goalkeeper as instead of taking interest in game he was more worried about 

his feathers and looks. 
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vi) What happened when Mayur slipped on the banana skin? 

Ans- When Mayur slipped on the banana skin he fell into the water and instead of being angry he started 

enjoying water. 

Q4Make Sentences (students can make their choice of sentences also with the given words) 

i) peacock- Peacock is the official national bird of the India. 

ii) fantastic- I had a fantastic time at your party. 

iii) silently- Ravi never sits silently. 

iv) catch- What a wonderful catch! 

v)  splash- Don’t splash water on me. 
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Q1. Complete the paragraph on ‘Discipline’ using the words given in the help box: - 

        right, learn, school, practice, discipline, behaved, life, follow, less, morning, time, home  

      confusion, rules                                                                                                                                         

Discipline is the most important thing in everyone’s-------------. It is the right way of doing things in well      

------------------------ manner. Without ---------------- one cannot live a happy life. It is a self-improvement        

--------------------. It leads us on------------- path. We ------------- all various types of discipline in our daily 

lives like wake up early in the ------------------, reach -------------in uniform at right time, respect elders etc.  

It helps us to -----------new things and experience more within ------------ time. Whereas, lack of discipline 

cause lots of ----------------- and disorders. We need to follow ------------, obey orders and behave well in our 

daily lives. It is very necessary for everyone in every walk of life whether at ------------, school, market, 

playground or other place. Hence, discipline is necessary all the ------------- as well as for all of us. 

Q2. Match the collective noun with its pair: - 

i) a bowl of   flowers                              

ii) a bouquet of  drawers 

iii) a chest of    lions 

iv) a loaf of   mountains 

v) a pride of   fish 

vi) a range of    rice 

 vii) a school of  bread 

Q3. Finish these compound words with the help of given pictures: - (one example is done for you) 

    

i) green                          +     

 

= Greenhouse 
 

ii) ear +  
 

 

= 
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iii) arm + 
 

 

= 

iv) eye +  
 

 

= 

v) butter +  
 

 

= 

vi ) book + 
 

 

= 

vii) pan + 

 

= 

 

Q4. Write the correct possessive form of the nouns: - (one-one example for both singular and plural is done 

for you)                                                                                 

The cage of the bird- The bird’s cage. (singular)   

The books of the teachers- The teachers’ book (plural)                   

i) The dish of the cat - -------------------------------------- 

ii) The home of the girl- ------------------------------------ 

iii) The toy of the child- ------------------------------------ 

iv) The knives of the chefs- ----------------------------------- 

v) The basketballs of the girls- ------------------------------- 
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Q1. Complete the paragraph on ‘Discipline’ using the words given in the help box: - 

        right, learn, school, practice, discipline, behaved, life, follow, less, morning, time, home  

      confusion, rules                                                                                                                                         

Discipline is the most important thing in everyone’s life. It is the right way of doing things in well behaved      

manner. Without discipline one cannot live a happy life. It is a self-improvement practice. It leads us on 

right path. We follow all various types of discipline in our daily lives like wake up early in the morning, 

reach school in uniform at right time, respect elders etc.  

It helps us to learn new things and experience more within less time. Whereas, lack of discipline cause lots 

of confusion and disorders. We need to follow rules, obey orders and behave well in our daily lives. It is 

very necessary for everyone in every walk of life whether at home, school, market, playground or other 

place. Hence, discipline is necessary all the time as well as for all of us. 

Q2. Match the collective noun with its pair: - 

i) a bowl of   rice                             

ii) a bouquet of  flowers 

iii) a chest of    drawers 

iv) a loaf of   bread 

v) a pride of   lions 

vi) a range of    mountains 

vii) a school of  fish 

Q3. Finish these compound words with the help of given pictures: - (one example is done for you) 

    

i) green                          +     

 

= Greenhouse 
 

ii) ear +  
 

 

= Earrings 
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iii) arm + 
 

 

= Armchair 

iv) eye +  
 

 

= Eyeballs 

v) butter +  
 

 

= Butterfly 

vi ) book + 
 

 

= Bookworm 

vii) pan + 

 

= Pancake 

 

Q4. Write the correct possessive form of the nouns: - (one-one example for both singular and plural is done 

for you)                                                                                 

The cage of the bird- The bird’s cage. (singular)   

The books of the teachers- The teachers’ book (plural)                   

i) The dish of the cat – the cat’s dish 

ii) The home of the girl- the girl’s home 

iii) The toy of the child- the child’s toy 

iv) The knives of the chefs- the chefs’ knives 

v) The basketballs of the girls- the girls’ basketballs 
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EX-B) Page17 

Rearrange the following sentences: 

i) Mayur, a peacock, lived in Pakshi Vihar. 

ii) He was very proud of his beautiful plumage. 

iii) He kept on admiring his looks throughout the day. 

iv) Mayur refused to play any games with the other birds.. 

v) The other birds were tired of asking Mayur to join in their games. 

vi) One morning, Mayur rushed to the river to admire himself. 

vii) He slipped on a banana peel and fell into the water. 

viii) The other birds were surprised to see Mayur enjoying in the water instead of being angry. 

ix) Mayur realized his foolishness and decided to enjoy the simple pleasures of life. 

x)  He played with the other birds and had a lot of fun. 

EX C  

Find words from the story that have similar meanings as the following: 

i) pretty and attractive- beautiful 

ii) watched- gazed 

iii) unwillingly- reluctantly 

iv) amazement- astonishment 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Pg- 12 

EX-A (COMPOUND NOUNS)  

Circle the correct compound nouns 

1) full moon 2) check-in 3) swimming pool 4) haircut  5) dry-cleaning  

6) airport 7) seafood 8) runner-up  9) dining room  10) handbag 

EX-B (Fill in the blanks with correct plural forms of the compound nouns: 

1. Hari has bought two tool boxes. 

2.Put four spoonfuls of sugar into the glass. 
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3. Their mothers -in-law are not joining the party tonight. 

4. Priya advised me to get off after two bus stops. 

5. I love watching fireflies on warm summer nights.  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Pg- 13 (GRAMMAR GLEE) POSSESSIVE NOUNS 

EX-A Write the possessive nouns for the following: 

1. the axe of the woodcutter: The woodcutter’s axe 

2. the wands of the fairies:  The fairies’ wands 

3. the shoes of the boys:  The boys’ shoes 

4. the ring of the queen: The queen’s ring 

5. the pages of the book: The book’s pages  

6. the balloons of the babies: The babies’ balloons 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

COLLECTIVE NOUNS 

EX -B PG 14 

Find out the group of the following animals 

ANIMAL     GROUP      ANIMAL                                GROUP 
 

i) horses- team                                                                                         vi) zebras- zeal 
                                                                                

ii) dogs  - pack          vii) gorillas- band 

iii) sparrows- host viii) chickens- brood 
 

iv) oxen- yoke   ix) dolphins- school 

v) bees - hive   x) baboons - troop 
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